SECTION O
FLOWERS
Chief Steward: Helen Murray 6847 9109
Exhibits accepted up to 9.30am on the first day of the show Exhibits
not to be removed before 4.30pm on the second day
PRIZEMONEY: First $2. Second $1. Entry Fee 50¢
CHAMPION EXHIBIT OF SHOW
Trophy donated by Margaret Christie
CHAMPION ROSE - Trophy donated by Joyce Beveridge
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Best red rose
Best pink rose
Best white rose
Best yellow rose
Best apricot rose
Best rose any other colour
Best Peace rose
Best any David Austin rose
Best bi-coloured rose/variegated rose
Best cut of miniature rose
Best cut of florabunda rose
Best rose full bloom
Collection of roses
Collection of miniature roses
Rose in three stages bud to full bloom
Four roses distinct
One cut of any variety chrysanthemum
Collection of chrysanthemum (one spike of each variety)
One cut miniature chrysanthemum
Four cuts chrysanthemums distinct (not necessarily different varieties, but
different colours)
One dahlia any variety
Collection mixed dahlias
Single geranium (to be shown with foliage)
Double geranium (to be shown with foliage)
Ivy geranium (to be shown with foliage)
Collection of geraniums (at least three varieties) (to be shown with foliage)
Collection of gerbera
Collection of flowers not mentioned in schedule
Collection of Cut Flowers (not less than six varieties). No Shrubs.
Any bulb or rhizome in bloom
Any flower not mentioned in schedule
One cut of berry bearing plant
One cut of native shrub or tree in bloom
One cut of flowering shrub
One cut of flowering climber or trailing plant
Collection of flowering shrubs (one cut of at least 6 varieties)
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DECORATIVE SECTION
Most Successful Exhibitor Trophy donated by
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the Gilgandra Garden Club
Arrangement using one flower
Arrangement of Geraniums with their own foliage in an unusual container.
Arrangement in shades of any one colour
Arrangement of three flowers (any accessories)
Shades of Autumn
Best arrangement using foliage only
Tall and slender
Best arrangement using Australian Native flowers and foliage
Basket of beauty (any embellishments)
Free expression using flowers (any embellishments)
Arrangement using dried materials (any embellishment)
Best arrangement for mantle shelf.
CHILDREN UNDER 12YEARS
Encouragement prize in overall children's section
donated by Helen Murray
Most Outstanding Exhibit in children's flower section
donated by Jenny Zell
Arrangement using cup, saucer and plate
Arrangement in saucer (flowers and foliage only)
(a) Under 6 years
(b) Under 12 years
Best arrangement in vase
Novelty object made of Fruit and/or Vegetables.
(a) 6 years and under
(b) 12 years and under
POT PLANTS
Most successful Exhibitor, trophy donated by Elaine Foran
Fern maiden hair
Fern any other variety (not Maiden Hair)
One pot plant in bloom
Best pot plant coloured green and cream or white
Best foliage pot plant
Coleus
Begonia
Cacti or succulent in bloom
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Some Tips for Competition Cooking

1. Cakes generally should be baked an even colour all round, risen evenly with no crust or
peaks on top. Icing if stated, should only be on top with no decorations unless stated.
2. Remove any lining paper from cakes, line tins carefully without creases.
3. Fruit Cakes - all fruit to be cut the same size, particularly cherries, nuts (but not too finely),
not over flavoured with spirits.
4. Sponges - the two layers should be the same depth (weigh tins), spread very thinly with
raspberry jam, no sifted icing sugar on top. Definitely no rack
marks. (A good rule for all cakes, turn out onto tea towel)
5. Biscuits - must be crisp, dainty size, delicate golden colour. Generally each variety same
size. Use whole rolled oats.
6. Jams - set but not rubbery, fruit soft, jam clear, no mould.
Presented in jars which are clearly labelled • lids to be covered if commercial.
7. Ring tins are never used.
8. Muffins and cupcakes to be baked with papers in tins.
9. Slice Sizes - 3cm x 2cm.
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